Wind dampers start of ‘Dogs season
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The women’s golf team played a challenging course Sunday afternoon at a tournament in Lincoln, Neb., and lost to Kansas on Monday.

The Bulldogs finished fourth out of seven teams at the tournament, with a team score of 364 on Day 1 and 352 on Day 2.

The Bulldogs originally had planned to travel to Lincoln to participate in the tournament on Sunday, but due to weather-related cancellation, decid-
ed to play in the Lincoln Invitational instead.

The top three golfers for the Bulldogs in the state tournament were sophomore Jen Lawson, redshirt freshman Bailey in the 400-meter hurdles — an event she placed 12th in at nationals last May — if there were any serious threats on the horizon.

Dochterman runs for provisional mark
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One of her 2400 m track — that’s how much time it took for junior Shaina Dochterman to earn an NCAA provisional mark at the Classic. In just the second meet of the season, the Bulldog women captured the Classic title.
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One of the greatest track performances this season came from the Bulldog women at the Classic. In just the second meet of the season, the Bulldog women captured the Classic title.
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